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Instructions for Use, Application, and Care

Your new AliMed® Cord Manager can be used to wrap excess cord from alarms and sensor
pads to get them out of the way of the patient and resident.

Your new AliMed® Cord Manager can be used to wrap excess cord from alarms and sensor
pads to get them out of the way of the patient and resident.
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Cord wrapped
around slot

Cord Manager
with sensor pad

Remove Cord Manager from plastic bag.
Set up alarm and sensor pad according to instruction sheets.
Insert cable through either slot on Cord Manager—approximately 6" away from alarm unit.
Wrap excess cord around Cord Manager until all extra cord is eliminated.
Secure by inserting cable through the Cord Manager’s remaining slot.
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Care

Wipe clean using standard cleaning disinfectants.

Wipe clean using standard cleaning disinfectants.

Warning

Warning

Before using the AliMed Cord Manager, read entire instruction sheet, and save for future
reference. Failure to do so may result in injury or death to a person in your care.

Before using the AliMed Cord Manager, read entire instruction sheet, and save for future
reference. Failure to do so may result in injury or death to a person in your care.

Contraindication

Contraindication

May present a choking hazard for pediatric and/or psychiatric patients. Do not use with
patients at risk of choking.

May present a choking hazard for pediatric and/or psychiatric patients. Do not use with
patients at risk of choking.

Construction

Construction

Made of Silicone/rubber.

Made of Silicone/rubber.
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To Reorder

Cord Manager 20/pk
TR2 Alarm
TR2 Alarm w/6-month bed sensor pad
TR2 Alarm w/6-month chair sensor pad
TR2 Alarm w/18-month chair sensor pad
TR2 Alarm w/Ultra-Thin™ 6-month sensor pad
Bed and Chair Alarm holder 3/pk
Bed and Chair Alarm holder 10/pk
Bed and Chair Alarm holder 20/pk
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Mount any alarm anywhere

Mount any alarm anywhere

Universal Alarm Mount allows any alarm to
mount in any location. Wherever a mounting
surface or area is too thick, too curved, or too
flat—the Universal Alarm Mount solves the
problem. Each durable mount holster comes
with a kit of attachments, enabling mounting
where other mounts cannot go.

Universal Alarm Mount allows any alarm to
mount in any location. Wherever a mounting
surface or area is too thick, too curved, or too
flat—the Universal Alarm Mount solves the
problem. Each durable mount holster comes
with a kit of attachments, enabling mounting
where other mounts cannot go.

Holds most alarms—3.36"W x 4.2"H x 1.62"D
at fullest extension. You can use multiple
attachments and move the alarm mount
holster between them easily. Get the alarm off
the floor or table and mounted where it works
best with this mount.

NEW!
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Simple to attach

Simple to attach

Attach your alarm to chair, bed, or other surface in three simple steps!

Attach your alarm to chair, bed, or other surface in three simple steps!

1. Attach chair, bed, or
flat holder to mounting
bracket.

2. Place into holes and
slide up (push one side
up and then the other).

3. Insert Alarm into holster and set up accordingly.

1. Attach chair, bed, or
flat holder to mounting
bracket.

2. Place into holes and
slide up (push one side
up and then the other).

Choose from
four attachments
(all included)

Choose from
four attachments
(all included)

1. Chair, 2. Flat, 3. Small Bed, 4. Large Bed

1. Chair, 2. Flat, 3. Small Bed, 4. Large Bed
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Universal Alarm Mounts
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